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RESUME. 
This paper contains part of the results of ignition investigations being made for the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at the Bureau of Standards, and describes a type of 
circuit which has been found useful for representing the action of the high-tension magneto. 
While this equivalent circuit is relatively simple, and consequently can be used as a basis 
for deriving definite mathematical formulas for induced voltages and similar quantities, it 
has beep. found experimentally to correspond quite closely in its performance with the highly 
complicated electrical circuits of an actual magneto. In the paper formulas are given for the 
voltage induced in the secondary under various condition of operation, and a number of nu-
merical examples are worked out showing the application of the equations to a variety of 
practical problems. 
INTRODUCTION 
The high-tension magneto is an exceedingly complex piece of apparatus and even the most 
detailed mathematical treatments as yet attempted can take account of only the more impor-
tant features of its operation and are necessarily based upon numerous limiting assumptions. 1 
This fact, together with the lack of familiarity of many automotive engineers with electrical 
concepts, has contributed to produce a general air of mystery regarding the operation of igni-
tion apparatus and has permitted the growth of numerous fallacies and the exploitation by 
misleading claims of devices for remedying ignition troubles. There is consequently need 
for a fuller understanding of the principal characteristics of magnetos by engineers and even 
by manufacturers of ignition apparatus. 
A very rough approximation is, however, for most purposes all that is required, since 
the device is always used in connection with spark gaps which are themselves subject to very 
great variations in breakdown voltage from a number of conditions, only a few of which are 
at present thoroughly understood. It is therefore possible by suitable simplification and the 
elimination of unnecessary elements to develop a model electric circuit which will represent 
all the important features of operation of a magneto in a qualitative manner and do this with 
an accuracy which is sufficiently good for much quantitative work. Such an abstract theoretical 
circuit, provided it exhibits the same principal characteristics as the actual machine,- will be 
referred to as a "model" of the magneto . 
It is the purpose of the present paper to develop the theory of such a model which, though 
appearing at first glance very remote from the actual device, has been found to give a fairly 
close approximation to the actual working of the magneto; to show t.he application of this 
model through the entire cycle of operations' and to give a few examples showing how it may 
be used to answer the various questions which may arise in practice as to the performance of 
ignition apparatus under various conditions. This theory is the result of the investigation 
of ignition apparatus, sponsored by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, which 
has been carried on at the Bureau of Standards for the past several years and has proved very 
useful in correlating the experimental results obtained in the course of the work. 
1 Young, A. P., Automobile Engineer 7, pp. 191,237, 262, 29 , 1917; Taylor-Jones, E., Phil . )In.g. 36, p.145, August, 191~; ~i1s~c, F. B., 
Scientific Paper 01 the Bureau of Stn.ndards, "The MathcIDn.tieal Thcory of the Induced Voltage in the lligh-Tcusion Magneto." 
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DEVELOPME T OF MODEL 
The high-ten ion magneto serves two distinct functions. First, as an electric generator 
it transforms mechanical energy supplied to it by the driving shaft into stored electromagnetic 
energy of the primary CUTrent flowing in the inductive primary circuit. This action is performed 
by the primary coil alone and is imilar to the behavior of any type of generator and hence need 
not be di cus ed in much detail. The econd, and less under tood function, is that of an induc-
tion coil which by a sudden e:rrort delivers the stored energy at a voltage sufficiently high to 
brcak down the park gap in the engine cylinder and produce a spark. 
This latter action is analogou. to that of a motor-truck driver endeavoring to take his 
vehicle up a curbing or to jerk it out of a cru t of frozen mud in which it has tood over night, 
i\,tlcl im"ol e two di tinct actions. In the first placc, by peeding up his engine and 1 tting in 
the clutch suddenly, the driver make ' u e of the inertia of the flywheel to exert on the clutch 
shaft a much gr ater torque than the engine could deliver continuou ly. econdly, the multi-
plying action of the transmi 'sion gear ' delivers at the driving axle a torque which ha been 
::!till further incr it ed in proportion to the gear ratio. In a similar manner, by e tabli hing a 
consid rable primary current ( peeel) and uddenly interrupting it at the breaker, there is 
induced in the primary circuit (elu tch shaft) a voltage (torque) much larger than that originally 
generateJ. by the rotation of the armature. This vol tage is then in effect multiplied in the 
'econdary winding (a,-le) by the ratio of turns between the two windings. 
L 
b 9 b 
FIG. I.-Circuit s of Rclun] maj!l1plo. 
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]i·IG. 2.-First intermediate type of circuit wiUJ secondary constants 
redllced to primary Side. 
N OW the increase in voltage due to the great number of secondary turns is primarily a 
multiplication by the ratio (n) of econdary to primary turns, and we may consequently make 
the fir t implifying tep by replacing the circuits of figure 1 by those of figure 2 in which the 
econdary has been replaced \\rith a fictitiou winding having the same number of tum as the 
primary but occupying the arne pace as the actual secondary winding. Any values of voltage 
computed for this typ of ci.rcuit may be accurately converted to those corre ponding to the 
actual machin by mulLiplying by (n) . It may be shown that the effect of the turn ratio upon 
current i::; the reverse of that upon voltage, so that the secondary current in the actual machine 
is I Jnth or that in the model hown in figure 2. This relationship is of course parallel to the 
inver ' relation betwe 11 torque and speed in ca e where energy is tran mitted through gearing. 
Furthermore, in the electrical ca e, it may be shown that any re istance or inductance in the 
secondary circuit of figure 1 should be replaced in figure 2 by one having I Jn2 times this value, 
while allY electro Latic capacity should be replaced by one of n2 times the value. This trans-
formation from the actual circuit of figure 1 to the fictitiou circuit of figure 2 is widely used 
in ele ·tricRl engi.neering problem involving tran formers or telephone repeating coils. This 
transformation may be extended to any apparatus connected to the secondary circuit, as well 
a::; to the part!:> of the secondary wi.nding itself, ince a group of circuits who e constants have 
been modifi.ed as outlined above will obey the same electromagnetic laws (Ohm's law, for 
example) as did the unmodified circuit. 
The next step in the simplification in figure 2 is to note that the two coils which now have 
the. arne Dumber of turn are wound upon a common iron core and that by far the greater part 
of any ma.gnet ic flux which may be produce 1 by the action of one coil must necessarily link the 
turns of the other coil. EXPC1'im nts ha.ve shown that the coefficient of coupling 7e, which is 
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defined as the rI1tio of the mutual inductance between the two coils to the geometric mean of 
their respective self-inductances, is usually as great as 0.98 in the ca e of magnetos and 0.95 
in the case of ignition coils in which the iron circuit is not a completely closed. In either case 
the amount of energy associated with the leakage fllL,{ which does not link both coils i very 
small, and we may therefore make the approximation that the coils are strictly closely coupled 
as is indicated by figure 3. 
The next tep is to replace the two closely coupled coil of figure 3, which, by our hypothesis, 
are identical in all their magnetic effects, by the single coil of the same number of turn and the 
L 
c 
9 
VIG. ~.~ econd intermediate type o( circuit With close magnetic 
coupling bet\\ een primary and s~ondary. 
b c 9 
1'1(; .4 .-Third interm diat~ typo of circuit wilh dir~t rOllplillg 
IlI'tw!'('n primary and ,<'('oodar)" . 
same self-inductance 'shown in figure 4. The only physical change which has been made in 
thi tep is that we no longer have the two coil separated by an in ulating barrier, but since 
this insulation doe not directly affect the calculation of voltuae , currents etc., it need not 
concern u here. 
In any device for tran formina energy there i of course, alwny a certnin amount of loss 
which, in the ca e of a magneto, i partly due to the resi tance of the copp r winding and in 
part to the hystere is and eddy current los in the iron core. We mu t, therefore, so arrange 
our model as to account for such 10 e. TIll can be done very ea ily by in erting the 1'0 ist-
ance R in series with tbe coil. (ee fig. 5.) It should be noted, however, that "hen we are 
concerned ,,~th relatively low changes in current and voltaae, a for example during the build-
ing up of current by the rotation of the armature, only the copper re i tances are of importance, 
while when very rapid change arc in progress, as during the building up of voltage immediately 
after the primary cont. ct points have opened, the eddy current los in the core produced by 
the rapid change of flux become much larger than the energy dissipation in the copper winding. 
L 
L,---C R~ 9 
FJ(J. 5.-Complete single-coil model with seri~s resL.tan("~. 
Consequently, the numerical value La be a signed to the resi tance R should be taken aL different 
vnlues according to the part of the cycle of operation under can ideration. 
A detailed discus ion of method for the deterrnina ion of numerical -v-alues of the I"e ist-
ance in these cases and also of the inductance and capacity, if the model i to represent any 
gi-v-en magneto, i beyond the cope of the pre ent paper, a such method ha,e been treated 
elsewhere.2 
In the paper referred to ev ral line of attack are sugge ted, the most direct of which is 
tho measurement, by means of the Wheatstone bridge supplied with alternating current, of the 
inductance and re istance of the magneto winding at a frequency approximately the same a 
, See the latter part of cienlific Paper of Bureau o( Standards, "The )lathemalical Theory of the Indnced \"oltage in the High·1'Cllsioll 
Magneto."' Tltis paper also gi\'cs a more detailed disclL<Sion of the singlo-coil model Ilnd compares results obtainf'd by ir \\·it h those computed 
(rom other IJ'pes of model and with the rcsults of direct experiment. 
----------------------------~--------------.----------------------------------------------------~--~--------- , 
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that of the oscil1ations which would occur in the model. The proper value of the capacity to 
use is obtained by combining the easily measured value of the primary condenser with a value 
of the secondary capacity (multiplied of course by n2) obtained by measurements made at radio 
frequencies. The ratio of turns of the magneto can readily be obtained by a null method, such 
as described in National Ad,isory Committee for Aeronautics Report No. 58, Part II. For 
most qualitative applications of the model, a precise knowledge of the ,alue of the circuit con-
stants is not necessary and, as will be indicated below, the equations which will be developed 
enable one to apply the model to numerous quantitative problems without requiring a com-
plete knowledge of the constants. 
FORMULAS AND APPLICATIONS OF MODELS 
During the first part of the cycle of operations of the maO'neto, when the rotation of the 
armature is building up current in the primary winding through the closed breaker contacts, 
the simplified model is of relatively little assistance. The wave form of the E. M. F. induced 
by the rotation is quite complex and depends entirely upon the shape of armature, pole pieces, 
and other parts of the magnetic circuit. Certain general considerations may, however, be 
drawn from the model which during this entire period (called "Period 1 ") may be considered as 
consisting merely of the portion shown in figure 6, since the breaker contacts form an effective 
short circuit upon the ,condenser and prevent it from affecting the operation. 
L 
b 
R 
FIG. 6.-Effective circuit of model dur-
ing Period 1 while current is beinggen-
crated. 
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Armature speed = R. P. M. 
FIG. 7.-Data showing constancy of primary current of magneto after critic:!1 
speed is attained. 
The circuit as thus reduced consists of a resi tance in series with an inductance supplied 
by an alternating E. M. F. This E. M. F. is proportional to the speed of the armature, the 
number of turns in the primary winding, and the total magnelic flux. If the voltage were 
sinusoidal, the current would consequently be gi,en by the equation 
(1) 
where R is the resistance, 71" the number of turns, and L the inductance of the prinlary coil, 
and f is the frequency (or in a 2-pole machine the revolutions per econd). If the speed of 
rotation is small, the term in the denominator in,olving the inductance is small relative to 
the resistance, and we note that the current will be proportional to the voltage and hence to 
the speed. At higher speeds, howe,er, the inductance term becomes preponderant, and since 
it increases in proportion to the frequency, the current becomes independent of the frequency. 
As an example of this, figure 7 shows the effecti,e (root-mean-square) current on short circuit 
and also the peak values of the same current ob er,ed in a certain magneto at se,eral armature 
speeds. The effect of the inductance is greater upon any o,ertones which may be present in 
the current wave form, and consequently the wave shape change con iderably with frequency 
and the peak value of the current becomes independent of speed at a somewhat lower value 
than does the effective value. As a critical speed, above which the current at break and hence 
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the amount of energy available for the rest of the operation may be deemed substantially con-
stant in value, we may take that defined by the equation 
. 60 R (in ohms) 
S (m r. p. m.) = 2- L C h ) approx. (2) 
7r ill enrys 
The energy which is stored in the magnetic field as a result of the current tbu. established 
given by equation 
(:3) 
In some ca es when the cam is set to open the contacts early in the rotation an additional 
amount of energy may be supplied to the spark by the rotation of the armature after the spark 
gap has broken down and provided a conducting path between i ts electrodes. This additional 
energy, however, does not contribute to the production of voltage to break down the gap except 
to the extcnt that the E. M. F. of rotation of the secondary winding in the magnetic field is 
added to the E . M. F. induced by the interruption of the primary curren t. 
After the breaker contacts have been separated by the cam, we have an entirely distinct 
set of conditions which exists for a very short interval which may be called " P eriod 2," which 
lasts until the spark gap breaks down. Although this interval is very short, and there is usually 
but little transformation of energy during it, the phenomena which occur are extremely importan t 
c 
FlO. 8.-EtrectiYc ctrcuit o( 
model during Period 2 
after breaker has opened 
"nd while voltage i" bUild-
ing up. 
I 
/ 
II 
\ . 
1\ 
\ 
1\ / ~ i'-- t'-... 
\ / V 
f'..--V 
.0001 .0002 .0003 .0004 .0005 
Time - seconds 
1·'10. 9.-\'0Itageoscilla tion as computed (or single coil model 
having L-.OI2 h: C. = 21; JJ (; R - 127 ohms: assumlng 
that the spark gnp does not break do\\'n . 
since they determine the amount of voltage which is produced in the secondary and, conse-
quently, whether or not any spark at all is produced. The implified model is developed espe-
ciany to represent the magneto during this period and the portions of the model which are 
effective n,re shown in figure 8, in which it will be noted that the breaker circuit doe not enter 
into the process. If such a circui t were left to itself undisturbed, the voltage across the con-
denser would rise to a maximum, n,t which time the current in the coil would have fallen to 
zero and would then decrease again oscillating thus until all the energy had been dissipated 
by the resistance. Figure 9 shows the variation of voltage with time in such a hypothetical 
case and is computed in a model where L = 0.012 h, 0= 0.2154, R = 127£2. The complete equa-
tion for the voltage in such a case is 
where 
v = ;0 eat sin {3L ____ __ _ . ____ __________ __ (volts) (4) 
10 = current at break (ampere). 
- R 
a = 2L (seconds-I) . 
{3 = ~ -10- 4If2 (seconds-I) . 
t = time (seconds) . 
e = apierian base = 2.71 
(5) 
(6) 
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In most problems, however, we are interested merely in the value of the first maximum, 
since no spark will pass unless this maximum value is greater than the breakdown voltage of 
the gap at the spark plug. The value of this maximum is given by the equation 
Vm=Io~~X F __ ______________________ (volts) (7) 
T A BLE I.-Damping factor F (for use in equation 7). 
!!. tan-1 -fJ 
F=efJ a 
a F Ii 
111 
-0. 0 1.000 
.1 .863 
.2 .760 
.3 . 681 
.4. . 621 
" .5 .575 
, .6 . 539 
. 7 . 511 
'[ .8 .488 
.9 .470 
1.0 .456 
TABLE II.-Dampingfactor F' (for '!tse in equation 12) 
( )
1 al 
F' = :: -;;, 
~ F a, 
0.0 1.000 
.1 .774 
.2 .669 
.3 .597 
, 
.4 .543 
.5 . 500 
.6 . 465 
.7 . 435 
. 8 .410 
.9 . 387 
I" 1.0 . 368 
The factor F in equation (7) is an abbreviation for the expression 
(8) 
Table (I) gives values of this factor for various values of the ratio ~ 
In certain cases where the rate of dissipation of energy is very great, the voltage wave no 
longer oscillates, but having risen to a maximum subsides gradually to zero. Under these 
conditions, the equations (4) and (7) no longer apply, and the equation expressing the voltage 
as a function of time becomes 
where 
(10) 
(11) 
I 
I 
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While the maximum voltage of the impulse is given by equation 
V
m
= 0- lo x F' __ ________________________ (volts) (12) 
a z 
The factor F' in this equation is analogous to the factor F in the preceding case and is an 
abbreviation for the expression 
1 a, F'=(:) -;; (13) 
Table (II) gives values of this factor for various values of the ratio at 
a z 
In normal operation the circuits are u ually such as to give tho oscillatory case first con-
sidered, and the factor F has approximately the value 0.75, although this depends to a consider-
able extent upon the construction, in particular upon tho amounli of laminaliion of the mag-
netic circuit. 
L 
c 
R 
Flo. IO.-Elfective circuit of model 
during Period 2 if spark plug is 
fouled with carbon. 
In case the magneto secondary is shunted by a re istance, as is the case when a spark plug 
is fouled with carbon deposits, we have the somewhat more complicated circuit shown in figure 
10. This can, however, be simplified to the circuit shown in figure 8 by making the following 
substitutions: 
L'=L, (henrys) O'=Ox R!S (farads) 
R' =R+ /0 (ohms) 10' = 10 (amperes). (14) 
In most cases this substitution has relatively little effect upon the value of capacity, but 
the term to in equation (14) which re ults from a moderately low value of the shunting resist-
ance S in the circuit of figure 10 is so great that the original re istance R in the unshunted 
combination contributes practically a nogligible amount to the damping. nder these circum-
stances, the maximum voltage is given by the equation 
V m' = 10 ? F _________________________ (volts) (15) 
or in case the oscillation is overdamped, by 
V
m
' = 010', p' ___ ___ ___ ________________ " (volts) (16) 
a 2 
in which should be noted that the value of 0 and not 0' is to be used in the denominator. The 
factor P or F', however, is the same as occurs in equation (8 or 13) above, provided the primed 
values obtained by the substitutions (14) are used. 
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It may be noted that the presence of a shunt, as shown in figure 10, gi\-cs rise to effects 
very similar to those due to eddy currents in the iron core, and the substitutions defined by 
equation (14) indicate the reason for the effect of these currents in increa ing the effectiye 
series resistance of the circuit of figure 8. 
When the shunting is very heavy, a i usually the case when the magneto is loaded nearly 
to the point of misfu'ing, equation (16) reduces to the much more simple form 
(17) 
The physical reason for this may be seen by the fact that if the full current 10 should flow through 
the shunting resistance S, it would maintain the initial magnetism in the coil unchanged . 
With such a constant flux no voltage would be induced to maintain the current flow. Con-
sequently this initial value constitutes an upper limit to the current which will flow through 
such a shunting resistance and will, of course, produce at the terminals of the resistance the volt-
age given by equation (17). 
While the oscillations and maximum voltages indicated by the preceding equations would 
b e produced if the circuits in figure 8 (or 10) were left undisturbed, in the normal operation of 
an ignition system the breakdown voltage of the spark plugs i normally adj usted to a value 
much smaller than the m8u~imum attainable by the system so as to insure firing by a factor of 
safety of 4 or 5. As s~on as the spark gap breaks down, it provides a conducting path in parallel 
I 
T 
Flo. 1l.-Effective circuit of model 
during Period 3 wheu spark gap has 
Just broken down. 
9 
R 
FIG. 12.-Effective circuit of model 
during Period 4 alter the capacities 
have discharged but while the coil 
discharge maintains the spark. 
with the model and completely changes the el ctrical system so that from this instant on we 
have to deal with the circuit shown in figure 11. The principal action which first occurs Cand 
which may be called (( Period 3 ") is the discharge of the condenser through the spark gap, and 
because of the very small resistance and inductance of the leads and of the spark itself, the result-
ing current may attain very considerable values for a short interval of time; consequently the 
slight contribution to the total current from the indutance itself is negligible and the coil has 
been omitted from figure 11. 
In the actual magneto, the slight amount of leakage flux which is pre ent because the two 
windings are not closely coupled becomes of some importance in the very rapid discharge which 
takes place during thi P eriod 3, and consequently the first ru h of current comes only from that 
part of the condenser due to the secondary leads and winding. The contribution from the 
primary cond enser follows, however, very shor tly afterward, and the entire phenomenon may 
be considered as a unit. The energy delivered to the spark gap during this period is given by 
(18) 
where V is the voltage at which the gap broke down. This energy is usually only a small fraction 
of the origins) magnetic energy stored in the coil, but is probably sufficient to produce ignition 
of the gas mixture in the engine cylinder. 
After the condensers have discharged we are left with the spark gap still in a conducLing 
condition, and consequently have the circuit shown in figure 12 during what. may be allet! 
"Period 4." Such a coil left to itself would tend to send a current nearly equal 1.0 that originally 
flowing through the breaker circuit, sin e such a current would be suffi ient to maintain the 
FIG . B.- OSCILLOGRAM OF SLEEVE TYPE MAGNETO SHOWING IN UPPER RECORD THE NEARLY CONSTANT 
VOL T AGE SUSTAINING THE SPARK , AND THE LOWER RECORD THE NEARLY LINEAR DECREASE OF CURRENT 
WITH TIME DURING PERIOD 4. . 
r 
FIG. 15.-0SCILLOGRAMS OF SECONDARY ( UPPER) AND PRIMARY (LOWER) CURRENT OF SHUTTLE TYPE 
MAGNETO. NOTE THE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE DISTURBANCES IN THE PRIMARY CURRENT 
CAUSED BY THE MECHANICAL "CHATTERING" OF THE BREAKER AND THE CORRESPONDING FLUCTUATIONS 
IN THE SPARK CURRENT. PLOTTED TO THE SAME SCALE OF AMPERE TURNS THE PEAKS OF ONE CURVE 
FIT INTO THE HOLLOWS OF THE OTHER . 
I 
1 
. 1 
I. 
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magnetic flux undiminished. The actual current, therefore, closely approximates that which 
wa prcsent at the end of P eriod 2 and is roughly the same as that existing at the end of Period l. 
It is a curious property of the type of spark ga.p used in engine cylinders that they require to 
maintain the current across them a voltage which is substantially constant during the duration 
of the spark. The value of this voltage depends upon the length of the gap and other conditions, 
and is of the order of magnitude of 1,000 volts. Since the flux is changing but slowly during the 
period now being considered, the effective resistance of the model is small and the IR drop in 
the winding i relatively slight. We consequently have roughly a constant rate of fall of current 
which thus maintains a constant voltage (L ~D across the gap . This is illustrated by figure 13, 
which shows 0 cillograms of the secondary current through tho spark gap and of the voltage 
across the primary coil terminal during the pas age of the spark. Unless intenupted by the 
early do ing of the breaker, this di charge of the coil continues until the current has dropped 
off uniformly to zero and the total energy delivered to the spark gap is given by 
(19) 
This contribution i usually the bulk of the original magnetic energy ~tored in the coil, 
but in case the magneto has been working near its limit, so that the breakdown voltage of the 
spark gap was nearly equal to V m, the energy will be definitely Ie than the original supply by 
the amount of electro tatic energy contributed from the condensers during Period 3. 
L 
.~ 
b 9 
R 
FIG. H.-E1Iective circuit of model wbile spark is being extinguisbed 
by the closing of tbe breaker. (Period 5.) 
In case the cam allows the primary breaker to close before the current through the spark 
gap has entirely died out, we get the condition shown in figure 14. On account of the changes 
in ionization it happens that in th ca e of conduction across spark gaps, the resistance increases 
as the current flow through the gap decreases. Consequently, when the current begins to divide 
between the two parallel paths (b and g) shown in the figure, the resi tance of path 9 rises as 
the current through it diminishes, with the result that the entire current is rapidly shifted to 
the circuit through the breaker , and the park is extingui hed. If for any reason the contacts 
bounce open a.gain, as may occur at high speed of operation, the current flow is again shifted 
to the spark gap, which is usually sufficiently ionized to remain conducting. Figure 15 shows 
this transfer of the current from primary to secondary, and vice versa, the upper curve in the 
record being that of the secondary current to a scale of 0.004 ampere per millimeter, while the 
lower curve give the primary current to a scale of 0.3 ampere per millimeter. Since the ratio 
of turns in thi particular magneto was 57: 1, it will be seen that the ampere turns, and hence the 
current in the coil of the equivalent model, remains substantially constant in spite of the shift 
in the external path of the current. 
EXAMPLES. 
The following numerical examples may help to render the preceding discussion more definite 
and concrete and to illu trate the extent to which the model may be applied even in cases where 
a complete knowledge of the circuit con tants is not available. In severnl cases the examples 
have been chosen to fit particular magnetos for which the answers have been verified experi-
mentally. 
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EXAMPLE 1. 
A certain magneto will bn.rely fire a 6,100-volt spn.rk gap when a current of 1 ampere passing 
through its primary i interrupted. If a condenser of 300 micro-microfarads capacity is connected 
to its secondary, it will then, with the same primary current, barely fire a 4,IOO-volt gap . What 
is its original effective capacity? 
Let 00 be the total original capacity (referred for convenience to the secondary side) . Then 
the total energy available under the first condition is 
W= (6 ,100)2 0. 2 . 0 
The energy in the second condition is 
W = (4, l~0)2 . (00+ 300 X 10-12) 
Since the same primary current was used in both cases, the initial energy is the same in both, 
and we may equate these two expressions, getting the relation 
(6,l~0)2 00 = (4,lg0)l (00 +300 X 10- 13) 
which may be solved to give 
00 = 246 X 10-12 farads. 
EXAMPLE 2. 
In the magneto of example 1, assuming that the damping factor F is 0.75 and that the ratio 
of turns is 60, what is the effective inductance and re istance? 
The current at break referred to the secondary is its amperes and by equation (7) we have 
1 / L 
6,100= 60'1 246.10-13 • 0.75 
whence 
L=59 henrys. 
Now a factor F of 0.75 corresponds to ~= - 0.2 approximately and 
1 1 
{3= .JLOa,pprox. = :J59 X 246.10-.12 8,330. 
The corresponding frequency is 
f = 8,330 = 1 330 27l' ' 
and 
hence 
a = - 0.2 X 8,330 = -1,670. 
R = - 2 L a by equation (5) 
=2 X 59 X 1,670 = 197,000 ohms. 
Referred to the primary side, the various quantities would be 
Current at break 
Crest voltage 
Resistance (for period 2) = 
Inductance 
6,100 
60 
197,000 
(60)2 
59 
(60)2 
= 1.0 amperes. 
= 102 volts. 
=54.7 ohms. 
= .0164 henrys. 
Capacity = 246 X 10- 1J X (60) 2 = .886 X 10-0 farad. 
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If the primary condenser has 0.25 microfarad capacity what is the secondary capacity? 
Secondary capacity (considering the equations of the model to be referring to primary 
quantities) is equal to 
0.886 X 10-6 - 0.25 X 10-6 = 0.636 X 10-6 farads. 
RefelTing this to the secondary again gives 
0.636 X 10-6 -177 10-12 f d (60)2 - X ara s. 
EXAMPLE 3. 
If the magneto referred to above is u ed with leads 2 meters long of a type of high voltage 
cable which has an electrostatic capacity of 300 micro-microfarads per meter, by how much is 
the crest voltage reduced? 
As in example 1 we may equate the electrostatic energies in the two cases and write 
~. (6,100)2 X 246 X 10- 12 = ~ (Vm )' X (246 X 10-12 +2 X 300 X 10-12) 
which gives Vm=3,300, or a decrease of 
6,100-3,300 
6100 =46 per cent. 
, 
(N oTE.-The decrease observed experimentally on the magneto which gave the values taken in example 1 was 46 
per cent when 600 1-'1-' were added.) 
EXAMPLE 4. 
If an accumulation of dirt in the distributor amounts to a shunting resistance of 500,000 
ohms from the secondary terminal to ground, by how much is the crest voltage reduced? 
We may refer all quantities to the secondary and then make the substitutions indicated by 
equation (14) obtaining 
L'=L =59 henrys 
S = 500,000 ohms 
L 59 
R' =R + SO= 197,000+ 500,000 X 246 X 10-12 677,000 ohms 
0' = OS 246 X 10-12 X 500,000 = 176 10-12 
R+S 197,000+500,000 X 
Inserting these in equations (5 and 6) gives 
, -R' 
a =2L,=-5,740 
{3' = ../96. X 106 - 33 . X 106 = 7,940 
since a'2 is less thanio' the complete wave form is oscillatory and equation (7) applies. 
a' {3' = - 0.723, hence F= .506 by Table (I) 
and by equation (15) 
10../59 X 176 X 10-12 
Vm = 246x10-12 XO.506 .=210,OOOIo 
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For 1 ampere in the primary, 10 referred to the secondary is ~O and hence · 
TT _ 210,000 - 3500 It I'm- 60 -, vo s 
Decrease resulting from shunting is 
6,100-3,500_ 
6100 -43 per cent. 
, 
(NOTE.-The decrease observed experimentally on this magneto was 48 per cent.) 
EXAMPLE 5. 
1£ this magneto is connected to a spark plug which has the gap set to breakdown at 2,000 
volts, what is the lowest value (S) of the resistance of a carbon deposit on the spark-plug insu-
lator at which the magneto will fire the plug, if its primary current at break is 4 amperes ~ 
For this case the approximate equation (17) is applicable. The current at break referred 
to the secondary is 6~ = 0.067 ampere, and we therefore can write 
2,000=SXO.067 
whence 
S = 30,000 ohms·. 
EXAMPLE 6. 
If the primary condenser could be reduced to 0.15 microfarad without causing excessive 
arcing, what would be the gain in crest voltage ~ 
The present capacity referre.d to the primary is (see example 2) 0.886 microfarad. 
The present crest voltage r eferred to primary is 102 volts. 
New capacity will be 0.786 microfarad. 
Since total energy is the same in the two cases, we have 
whence 
Vm =108 
. 108 -102 
the gam= 102. =5.9 per cent. 
(NOTE.-The gain observed experimentally on the secondary was 5.9 per cent.) 
EXAMPLE 7. 
1£ the magneto operating with a primary current at break of 4 amperes is connected to a 
clean spark plug which has its gap set to break down at 2,000 volts: (a) What is the energy 
in the condenser part of the spark ~ (b) Neglecting losses, what is the total energy in the spark ~ 
The condenser energy by equation (18) 
W = ~ . (2000)2 X 246 X 10-12 = .0005 joule. 
The total energy is by equation (3) 
W=~ .0.0164 X (4)2= 0.131 joule. 
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EXAMPLE 8. 
A suming that a con tant voltage of 800 volts is required to maintain the spark at the 
spark plug, how long would the spark last if it were not interfered with by the closing of the 
primary breaker ~ 
The initial current in the spark (during Period 4) is approximately 
4 1 = 60 = 0.067 ampere. 
The final current is zero and the current decreases uniformly. 
The average current is therefore . 
0.067 + 0 2 0.033 ampere. 
ow the energy (assuming no losses) is equal to 
lV= E 1 t= 800 X 0.033 X t= 0.131- 0.0005 
whence 
t = 0.0049 second. 
EXAMPLE 9. 
If the cam holds t,he breaker open during a rotation of 60°, at what speed will the closing 
of the breaker begin to interfere with the spark ~ 
Th ' f ., 60° . h fl' d if hi' b 00 9 e tIme 0 openmg IS 3600 or one-sIXt 0 a revo utlOn, an t s IS to e O. 4 sec-
ond, one revolution must occupy 6 X .0049 = 0.03 second, corresponding to 2,000 revolutions per 
minute. 
NOTATION. 
c= electro tatic capacity. 
E = effective (root-mean-square) voltage. 
e= base of apierian logarithms = 2.718 . 
f = frequency (cycles per second). 
F, F' = correction factors for damping. 
1 = effective (root-mean-square) current. 
10 = current at instant of break. 
K= any constant. 
L = self-inductance. 
np = number of turns of primary winding. 
R = resistance. 
= speed of rotation of magneto armature. 
t=time. 
v = voltage at any instant. 
V m = maximum voltage. 
W=energy. 
- R 
a=2-r; 
R J R2 1 
a 1 = -ZL+ ro-L7) 
R / R2 1 
a 2 = -2L- -Y 4I}- L C 
/ 1 R2 
{3= -y L 0- 4 D 
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